Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 293 K; mean (C-C) = 0.009 Å; disorder in main residue; R factor = 0.029; wR factor = 0.068; data-to-parameter ratio = 17.0. 
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For semiconductor materials containing heterocycles, see: Centore, Ricciotti et al. (2012) . For the structural and theoretical analysis of conjugation in sulfur-containing metalorganic compounds, see: Takjoo et al. (2011); Takjoo & Centore (2013) . For recent examples of hydrogen bonding in crystals, see: Centore et al. (2013) . For the structure of a related complex, see: Takjoo et al. (2012) .
Experimental
Crystal data [U(C 17 Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). Following our interest in the synthesis and structural characterization of organic and metallorganic compounds containing heterocycles for applications as advanced materials and bioactive compounds (Centore, Ricciotti et al., 2012; Takjoo et al., 2011; Takjoo & Centore, 2013) , and in the analysis of crystal structures controlled by the formation of H bonds (Centore et al., 2013) , we report the structural investigation of the title compound, (I). (I) was obtained by the template reaction of 5-bromo-2-hydroxybenzaldehyde-S-ethylisothiosemicarbazone with salicylaldehyde, in the presence of uranyl acetate.
The molecular structure of (I) is shown in Fig. 2 . The heptacoordination around the metal atom can be described as .
Refinement
The H atom of the hydroxy group was located in difference map. All other H atoms were generated stereochemically and were refined by the riding model. For all H atoms U iso =1.2×U eq of the carrier atom was assumed (1.5 for methyl groups).
The crystal structure shows a remarkable degree of static disorder. In fact, molecules enter the crystal in two orientations of the tetradentate ligand, which are nearly obtained by rotation of 180° around the line joining U1 with the barycentre of N2A-C8A. There results a complete superposition of the atoms of the tetradentate ligand in the two orientations, with exception for bromine, sulfur and the methyl group of the S-ethyl tail. These atoms were found in difmaps and were refined. By refining also the occupancy factor, it resulted that the main orientation has an occupation factor higher by far than the other (0.836 (2) and 0.164 (2)). The resolved atoms of the low populated split positions were refined with some restraints on bond lengths and angles in order to keep the same geometry of the higher occupancy position (SAME instruction of SHELXL97). Also the ethanol molecule coordinated to uranyl is disordered over three positions. Since the methylene carbon atoms of the three different positions of the ethanol molecule are quite close to each other, they were refined with isotropic displacement parameters. ) is used only for calculating R-factors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors based on F 2 are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-factors based on ALL data will be even larger. 
Computing details

Fractional atomic coordinates and isotropic or equivalent isotropic displacement parameters (
